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Toward Automatic Extraction of Expressive Elements
From Motion Pictures: Tempo

Brett Adams, Chitra Dorai, Senior Member, IEEE, and Svetha Venkatesh, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—This paper addresses the challenge of bridging these-
mantic gapthat exists between the simplicity of features that can be
currently computed in automated content indexing systems and the
richness of semantics in user queries posed for media search and re-
trieval. It proposes a unique computational approach to extraction
of expressive elements of motion pictures for deriving high-level se-
mantics of stories portrayed, thus enabling rich video annotation
and interpretation. This approach, motivated and directed by the
existing cinematic conventions known asfilm grammar, as a first
step toward demonstrating its effectiveness, uses the attributes of
motion and shot length to define and compute a novel measure
of tempoof a movie. Tempo flow plots are defined and derived
for a number of full-length movies and edge analysis is performed
leading to the extraction of dramatic story sections and events sig-
naled by their unique tempo. The results confirm tempo as a useful
high-level semantic construct in its own right and a promising com-
ponent of others such as rhythm, tone or mood of a film. In ad-
dition to the development of this computable tempo measure, a
study is conducted as to the usefulness of biasing it toward either
of its constituents, namely, motion or shot length. Finally, a refine-
ment is made to the shot length normalizing mechanism, driven by
the peculiar characteristics of shot length distribution exhibited by
movies. Results of these additional studies, and possible applica-
tions and limitations are discussed.

Index Terms—Content-based search and annotation, dramatic
sections, events, expressive elements, film grammar, film pace,
genres, mood, motion pictures, semantic gap, styles, subjective
time, tempo, video archive.

I. INTRODUCTION

I NCREASED use of the rich video medium has highlighted
the inadequacy of current tools for automated content

understanding. Such tools are vital for effective indexing and
browsing of any body of video data. While many research
attempts have sought solutions to the problem by extending the
interrogative techniques of the relatively mature textual/image
query, it has become apparent that these fall short in mining
meaning from the unique modes open to the video medium.
The sharp discontinuity, referred to as thesemantic gap
[1], between the simplicity of features that can be currently
computed in automated content management systems, both
commercial and research prototypes, and the richness of user
queries encountered in media search and navigation makes user
acceptance and adoption of these systems very difficult.
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What is needed is a recognition that the problem requires a
paradigm shift. Such was the case for those who recognized
that simple text annotation was not adequate to the needs of
image query. This realization resulted in such systems as query
by image content (QBIC) [2] and photobook [3]. In essence, this
was a realization that a query language must align, as best can be
done, human perception of a medium and computer perception
of the same. For images this has seen texture, color, and shape
(so far) become the currency of use. What are the analogous
elements of video?

It is here that the existence of a form of film “grammar”
would seem to offer some hope [4], [5, p. 119] [6, p. 189]. Far
from being the strict rules of written language communication,
film grammar, which embodies video production knowledge, is
found more in history of use and is descriptive rather than pre-
scriptive. Potentially it elucidates on the apparently obscure re-
lationships that exist between the many cinematic techniques
employed by a director and their semantic interpretation by a
viewer.

We propose a unique approach, guided systematically by
the grammar, to computationally determine the expressive
elements of motion pictures conveyed by the manipulation of
editing, lighting, camera movements, color, etc., for high-level
video understanding and appreciation. Our work focuses on the
extraction of high-level semantics associated with theexpres-
sive elementsand theform of story narration in films. It differs
from many recent approaches in that while others have sought
to model very specific events occurring in a specific domain,
our research attempts to understand the “expressiveness” of the
medium and the thematic units (high-paced section, tranquil
event, etc.) highlighted by the expressions, that are pervasive
regardless of the domain of the story.

One expressive element that forms part of thisfilm grammar
and movie understanding is that oftempoor paceinfluencing
the sense of a story’sexperiencedtime. Sobchack says that
“[Pace] is usually created chiefly by the rhythm of editing and
by the pace of motion within the frame” [6, p. 103]. This paper
is concerned with the automatic extraction of tempo/pace from
video and its implications to high-level semantic analysis.

The remainder of this paper is structured in the following
manner. Section II is concerned with the nature offilm grammar
and its importance as the guiding basis of any attempt at auto-
mated film understanding. Section III will examine past work
in the area of semantic analysis of film and video from the
perspective of the degree to which guidance and inferences
have been drawn fromfilm grammar. Section IV forms the
major contribution of this paper, detailing the derivation of a
film tempo/pace measure, and the utilization of this measure
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for the extraction of dramatic sections and events from film.
Section V contains novel improvements and insights to the
tempo function derived in Section IV in the form of biasing
toward different styles/genres (Section V-A), and refinement
resulting from greater faithfulness to the factors that influence
shot length distribution (Section V-B). A discussion follows in
Section VI with a conclusion to the paper found in Section VII.
Some of the material in this paper has been presented at
conferences [7]–[9].

II. FILM GRAMMAR

The first step in any process of understanding “data” should
be a survey of the forces that go toward shaping that data. If a
written text is known to have been produced by a million mon-
keys on a million typewriters, then this text has implications far
different than if the text were known to have originated with a
human author (e.g., the Bard himself). In a sense, defining the
set of forces that are considered to be candidates for the man-
ifestation of given data, is in fact a definition of the domain at
hand.

Having defined our domain as Film (excluding perhaps the
most extreme types of art house film, though even these have a
grammar all their own), we inherit a set of candidate “forces”
that are collectively termedfilm grammar. Film grammaris de-
fined in [4, p. 2] as being “comprised of a body of ‘rules’ and
conventions” that “are a product of experimentation, an accu-
mulation of solutions found by everyday practice of the craft,”
and results from the fact that films are crafted, built, shaped to
convey a purpose (whatever that may be). For example, it has
been found that a hand-held camera is a powerful expressive
tool for evoking a subjective feel from a piece of film. A better
known example is the use of a low camera angle to invoke fear.

If one takes the analogy of film as a meaningful text, similar
to a written text, just as understanding say English grammar is
essential to understanding an English text, an understanding of
film grammaris essential to understanding film (even at its most
fundamental level).

A note of caution should be sounded at this point.Film
grammar is very much descriptive rather than prescriptive in
nature. As such it should be used with a degree of caution
and flexibility. There is a strong recognition, however, that
filmmakers generally ignore the tenets offilm grammarat the
risk of confusing their audience, and thus reduce the ability of
their film to communicate their desired intent (unless of course,
the filmmaker is seeking to communicate confusion).

III. B ACKGROUND

A survey of work in the field of automated film understanding
will now be provided from the viewpoint of the degree to which
film grammarhas been utilized by the outlined approaches.

Lienhartet al. use a feature set that includes “motion inten-
sity,” color atmosphere, lightness, orientation, frontal faces, and
type of framing, for comparison of film sequences from a hier-
archy of different temporal resolutions [10]. They quote [11] on
the definition of a scene, and attempt to link some of their fea-
tures with the film literature (e.g., type of framing).

Fischeret al. developed a genre recognition system based
upon a feature set similarly comprised [12]. A best match for
the formed “style attributes” was then made to determine which
genre the video section was from. The system discriminated
between five different genres, namely, Newscast, Car Racing,
Tennis, Commercials, and Animated Cartoons. The point is
made that “the amount of camera motion and object motion
in a film is an important style attribute;” however, the style
profiles are largely formed from an inductive consideration of
the data rather than from systematic inferences drawn from
film/TV grammar.

Clustering shots into semantically related groups based on a
number of visual primitives including optic flow was undertaken
by Hammoudet al.[13] (with the basis for shot similarity being
implicitly assumed). Clusters are then further refined based on
temporal relations of member shots. This system was further ex-
tended in [14] to overcome the problem of single shot scenes via
the assumption that shot length is normally distributed. How-
ever, a consideration of causes and real movie data indicate that
a tailed distribution such as Weibull or Lognormal would be ap-
propriate (see Section V-B, or [15, p. 224], [16]).

Vasconceloset al. [17] employs a Bayesian network fed by
three visual sensors, namely, motion energy, skin, and texture
energy. Each sensor provides an input to the Bayesian network
to help discriminate a given shot in terms of four categories of
content: action, close-up, crowd, and setting. The authors do
state that they are seeking to exploit production codes, and pro-
vide the example of the use of close-ups in romantic movies,
but do not provide a strong theoretical link between the choice
of sensors and the inferred content. In earlier work, the same au-
thors recognized that different genres leave their signatures on
overall shot and dynamicity [16]. They plot each film on a con-
tinuous scale of overall activity versus shot length and separate
films into romance/comedy and action. “Activity” is calculated
here using a “tangent distance” as an attempt to discriminate this
measure from unwanted lighting change or camera motion.

Yoshitakaet al. use a mixture of shot length, luminance
change (shot dynamics) and image similarity to detect from
among three types of scene, namely, conversation, increasing
tension, and hard action [18]. Whilefilm grammar is men-
tioned with reference to the signatures some different types of
dramatic events (e.g., release of tension) will leave, their work
is restricted to differentiating between the three chosen scene
types.

Doulamis employs shot detection, key frame/shot selection,
object segmentation and tracking, and fuzzy classification cou-
pled with user feedback to perform refined queries [19].

Sundaram and Chang [20], [21] extend and modify an idea
first proposed by [22] for scene segmentation. Here the basis
for visual shot similarity is whether or not a group of shots is
“chromatically consistent” (i.e., color), and audio features are
incorporated for the segmentation of “audio scenes.” The data
from the visual and aural modes are then analyzed within the
context of a memory/attention span model [22] for the purpose
of finding likely segmentations, or singleton events.

It is worth noting the attempt by Radevet al. [23] at pro-
viding a general film model. While not offering any methods
for automating a classification system in accordance with their
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model, they do show in concept the possibility of deriving such
models from the film literature.

All of the solutions detailed above tend toward falling into
one of two (somewhat overlapping) categories.

1) The first category is generally concerned with finding
scene or sequenceboundariesor similar sectionsof film.
These approaches seek to extract as much information
as possible from the video source. All further processing
is then founded on the basis of image/audio similarity
measures. Shots that are similar in terms of the multitude
of extracted features are considered to be semantically
similar. Further investigation is then optionally carried
out on the discovered “semantic units” in terms of some
a priori temporal model(s). The termscenehere is
generally conceived of in a limited fashion.1 In many
ways the scene/sequence construction is little codified,
and often the elements that bind a series of shots into a
meaningful “sequence” are not color, motion, etc.
The essential problem with most examples of this
approach is how a fundamental question is answered,
namely: What constitutes shot similarity? To answer
this, we must pose it as “What shots does the viewer find
similar?” which is largely answered by determining what
shots the filmmaker intends to be semantically similar.
That is, it is the filmmaker who crafts a series of shots into
a unified, meaningful whole.Film grammartells us about
the variety of ways that this may be achieved—music,
a character, a theme, and how filmmakers reinforce
this unity. A better appreciation offilm grammarwill,
therefore, push back the limits of tools so far founded
upon a simplistic view of scene structure.

2) The second approach is generally concerned with deter-
mining thenature of all or part of a given film’scon-
tentand involves discriminating between predefined cat-
egories of shot/sequence/film based upon a careful selec-
tion of low-level features that map well to high-level fea-
tures for the given categorization problem. The focus here
is on spotting “useful” features as opposed to trying to
completely reassemble the full spatio-temporal nature of
the video contents.
The problem with many of the approaches in this category
is that the domain must be limited to an impractical de-
gree or else the carefully selected feature mappings break
down. As a consequence, the query/annotation scope is
limited to that set of high-level interpretations allowed.
An understanding offilm grammaris essential here also,
as it details fundamental features that are ubiquitous, yet
are strongly linked to high-level interpretations.

What our work seeks to do is, in a sense, somewhere between
the above two approaches. On one hand it is recognized that
the problem of reconstructing the full spatio-temporal source of

1When applied to modern filmmaking “the termsceneis useful but not pre-
cise” [5, p. 130]. The term is borrowed from the French classical theatre and had
a precise beginning and ending (arrival and departure of character). However,
when applied to film, the term undergoes a widening of use in proportion to the
opportunities available to the roving camera and other cinematic techniques.
“Few shooting scripts are divided into ‘scenes.’ Scene can refer to a tableau
(e.g., a sunset), a place, or an action; preferred terms are shot and sequence,
though one still speaks of a ‘love scene’” [24, p. 107–113].

video is a very difficult and computationally expensive problem.
On the other hand, selective feature extraction results in a query
scope that is very limited in proportion to the high-level indica-
tions sought. Fundamentally our work is a call for thesystematic
application offilm grammarto the building of tools for the pur-
pose of extracting semantic constructs from film. As an example
of the process we will consider one aspect in particular. The ex-
pressive element, tempo or pace, as discussed in our paper can
be seen to be both fundamental (therefore widely applicable),
yet manifest in such a way as to be computationally inexpen-
sive; in effect answering the above two challenges.

IV. COMPUTATIONAL APPROACH TOMOVIE

TEMPO EXTRACTION

This section will define tempo, and detail the process of
drawing inferences about it from the film literature leading to
the construction of a computable entity.

A. Defining Tempo

Tempo or pace is a term that is broadly and often interchange-
ably used in film studies and therefore in this paper as well.2

A helpful definition in this context might be “rate of perfor-
mance or delivery.” Tempo carries with it the important notions
of time and speed and its definition reflects the complexity of
the domain to which it is applied. A runner has a simple velocity,
music has a tempo and rhythm, a time signature that speaks to
beat and bar. Video can be quite complex including both of the
above at once.

How is tempo made manifest in film? or more precisely:
How does a director manipulate time and speed in a film to
create a desired tempo? One way is by using the cinematic tech-
nique of montage. Montage, also known as editing, is “a di-
alectical process that creates a third meaning out of the adja-
cent shots” and has the ability to “bend the time line of a film”
[5 p. 183, 185]. Essentially, the director controls the speed at
which a viewer’s attention is directed and thus impacts on her
appreciation of the tempo of a piece of video.

A second way that tempo is manifest in film is through the
level of motion or dynamics. Both camera motion and object
motion impact on a viewer’s estimation of the pace of a video.
This is because motion, like montage, can influence the viewer’s
attention with more or less haste and strength.

There are many other elements which feed into this concept of
tempo, music being another major contributor (currently under
investigation as another component of tempo), and story. We
will limit our consideration of tempo/pace to the factors of mon-
tage and motion in this paper for the following reasons.

1) The characteristic features of both montage and motion
lend themselves well to automatic extraction.

2) Together they form the major contribution to pace
[6, p. 103].

2Zettl [25, p. 249] distinguishes between pace “the perceived speed of the
overall event,” and tempo, “the perceived duration of the individual event sec-
tions”. As one may be derived from the other, and as Zettl labels the distinction
as “confusing and bothersome,” the terms will be used interchangeably in this
paper.
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Fig. 1. Plot of the pace function forTitanic.

B. Extracting the Required Data

The input to our analysis is a compressed movie or TV pro-
gram in MPEG-1 or other format. Extraction of camera pan and
tilt between successive frames was performed on the input video
stream with software implementing the qualitative motion esti-
mation algorithm of [26]. The raw pan and tilt computed were
then filtered of anomalous values and smoothed with a sliding
averaging window of 25 frames.

An index of shot boundaries (specificallycuts) is created from
the video by means of the commercial softwareWebFlix[27].
Although imperfect, it has been found overall, to do an ade-
quate job of automatic shot detection. The generated shot index
is output as a series of start and stop frames. Shots of length
smaller than ten frames (under half a second) are merged, as
they are deemed to be false positives.

C. A Tempo Formulation

As a preliminary validation of our approach founded on mo-
tion and shot length, we carried out a classification exercise
[7] with data from three mainstream movies, namely,Titanic,
Lethal Weapon 2, andThe Color Purple. A decision tree classi-
fier was built for automatic categorization of movie sections (of
the order of 1000–5000 frames) as eitherfastor slow in tempo,
using the C4.5 software [28] and using the motion and shot sta-
tistics as features. The classification results proved promising, in
that they confirmed our hypothesis tying tempo to shot length
and motion, but inadequate as a solution for faithfully repre-
senting tempo. What is desired is acontinuous measurethat
captures the ebb and flow of tempo within a film, that both ad-
dresses the resolution issue and allows a more intuitive feel for
the relative tempo of a section within the context of the given
film (i.e., would offer more relational information than a simple
binary ordinal classification).

We formulate a new pace/tempo function based on motion
and shot length, exhibiting the desired characteristics. The av-
erage motion magnitude is computed for each film shot, where
the motion magnitude is simply the absolute value of the sum
of the pan and tilt values for a given frame pair. Shot length, in
frames (assuming a 25 frame/s rate), is also calculated for each
shot.

Pace is initially defined as

(1)

where
shot length in frames;
motion magnitude;
shot number;

and standard deviation of shot length and motion,
respectively;

and motion and median of shot length, respec-
tively.

The weights and , are given values of 1, effectively assuming
that both shot length and motion contribute equally to the per-
ception of pace for a given film. Other weighting as well as fea-
ture normalization schemes are investigated in Section V.

The pace function is then smoothed with a Gaussian
filter with a size 9 window . Besides smoothing
the data this process is desired for two reasons. First it reflects
our knowledge that directors generally do not continue to make
drastic pace changes in single or small numbers of shots, un-
less motivated by rare narrative requirements. Second, it also
helps, in a very simple fashion, mimic the process of human
perception of pace in that pace has a certain inertia to it due to
memory retention of preceding shots. That is, pace is a func-
tion of a neighborhood of shots. As anticipated, the amount of
smoothing changes the resolution of the tempo indication and
correspondingly, the level at which pace flow features may be
extracted.

Fig. 1 is a plot of for Titanic, with the Gaussian
smoothing applied 100 times. The zero axis in this plot may
be roughly considered as the average pace mark for the film.
The first half of the plot encompasses the day before Titanic
sinks, up to the point where the iceberg strikes. The second
half of the plot depicts from that time until the ship sinks, and
is conspicuous by the marked increase in pace (staying above
the reference pace mostly) accompanying it.

D. Using —An Event and Dramatic Section Boundary
Detector

Given this continuous measure of tempo there are many fea-
tures that one might extract that would be useful. We have ini-
tially chosen to locate the edges of the function as it is a
relatively straight forward task, and more importantly is a good
indicator of important events. Significant pace changes often
occur across the boundary of story elements, and are often pre-
cipitated by events of high dramatic import in the story. Edge
analysis is performed to determine locations of these changes.
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Fig. 2. Results of edge detection on pace flow and corresponding story sections and events fromTitanic.

Edges of the pace function are detected using Deriche’s re-
cursive filtering algorithm [29]. This multiscale edge detection
algorithm is parameterized by, which determines the slope of
the target edges. Largerdetects edges of smaller slope (more
gradual change) and vice versa. A threshold is applied to
the resultant output of the algorithm to filter edges; the higher
the threshold the fewer and larger the edges detected, and vice
versa. The parameters used for the edge detection process are as
follows:

1) , high ( of edge output): to locate signif-
icant, gradual pace transitions;

2) , low : to locate all gradual pace transi-
tions (large and small);

3) , high : to locate significant, sharp pace
transitions;

4) , low : to locate all sharp pace transi-
tions (large and small).

Thus, four rounds of edge detection were applied to each
film examined.Large pace transitionsare targeted with a high
threshold, and the resulting edges are designated to boundstory
sections. This label is somewhat arbitrary as large transitions do
not always indicate a change of story element and vice versa;
however, it is useful in terms of presenting the results of the
edge detection process.Small pace transitionsare accordingly
calledeventsdue to the fact that such transitions are generally
associated with localized events as opposed to changes of the
order of story element size.

1) Experimental Results:First, results fromTitanic, one of
a number of movies analyzed are presented in detail for the pur-
pose of demonstration.Titanic is a love story centered around
the event of the sinking of the Titanic. Fig. 2 shows the pace
plot of a section of the movie (from the third class party up to
the point where the iceberg hits) with located edges indicated
for each of the four combinations used, and Table I matches
each automatically discovered edge to a brief description of the

TABLE I
LABELLED STORY SECTIONS AND EVENTS

IDENTIFIED FROM TEMPOCHANGES IN TITANIC (SEE Fig. 2)

story sectionbounded by, or the dramaticeventcoinciding with
the discovered edges.

Consider Table I. The first large gradual edge reported occurs
at the transition between the story elementsand , labeled as
“first class dinner” and “third class party,” respectively. The dif-
ference between the lives of the first class and third class people
is a dominant theme throughout the movie and is expressed here
by the stiffly formal nature of the former contrasted with the ex-
uberance of the latter. As such it marks a large change in the pace
which is duly signaled by our algorithm. The next large gradual
edge occurs at the transition to the next story element, labeled
“the next day.” This is a negative edge and marks the change of
tempo that occurs as Rose is seen back in her first class life.

On a finer scale of sharp edges, the sharp negative edge
“tense wait after iceberg seen” occurs as the initial flurry at the
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TABLE II
RESULTS OFTEMPO-BASED EDGE DETECTION IN MOVIES

sight of the iceberg dies and the crew wait to see whether the
Titanic will clear it or not. The next sharp positive edge, “ice-
berg hits” coincides with the actual impact of the iceberg and
the ramp up in tempo as the resulting damage is graphically por-
trayed in Fig. 2

2) Overall Results:Overall the computation of and
subsequent edge detection succeeded in discovering nearly all
actual distinct tempo changes with good precision and recall. It
should be noted that the edge experiment parameters were set
once for all movies and underwent no subsequent tweaking. As
such the experimental results represent an under estimation of
the abilities of the measure. The resulting list of located edges
in all four movies [Titanic (TT), Lethal Weapon 2 (LW2), The
Lost World Jurassic Park (JP2), andThe Color Purple (CP)],
shown in Table II serves as a useful and reliable index into the
dramatic development and narration of the story.

Experience with this measure in the context of an interac-
tive workbench software further confirms the formal results pre-
sented in Table II. has demonstrated the ability to reflect
the ebb and flow of film tempo and consequent dramatic indi-
cators consistently across over 20 full-length movies to date.

V. IMPROVEMENTS ANDINSIGHTS

A. Flavors of Tempo

While it has been recognized that both motion and shot length
contribute to the perception of pace, it is not as simple to make
statements about their relative impact.Film grammartells us
that different directors and different genres will make use of
these complementary techniques with differing emphasis.

Research using has thus far used unit weights forand
. This assumes that shot length and motion contribute equally

to the perception of time. It is possible, however, that under cer-
tain circumstances, one or the other of these two impact more
heavily on the audience perception of time. Such circumstances
might include sparing use of a technique. For example, a director
who makes minimal use of quick cutting techniques might do so
only at particularly important junctures in a film’s development.
Conversely, a director might rely heavily upon one technique to
clarify the story. An example of this might be films crafted by
montage directors, who make use of shot characteristics (e.g.,
length and placement) for the purpose of carrying artistic ex-
pression to the exclusion of other cinematic factors like motion.
This results in one technique being used to influence semantic
interpretation, thus relegating other techniques such as motion
to a position of secondary importance.

In order to explore this further, we carried out two experi-
ments on the movies,Color PurpleandLethal Weapon 2. These
movies were chosen as good representatives of a slow thoughtful

movie and an action movie, respectively. Due to space restric-
tions we present only a brief analysis of the results, and refer the
interested reader to [8].

The first experiment consisted of increasing the sensitivity
of to the less used cinematic technique. For LW2, this
is shot length , and for CP this is motion

. Edges were automatically detected on new
pace measures. The results for LW2 saw an increase of edges
to do with character/plot development and background rather
than the dynamic action sequences that are the hallmark and
raison d’etre of this genre of film. With unit weights many of
these important edges are swallowed by the predominant, visu-
ally dynamic events, but their detection is desirable as it pro-
vides a useful index to the overarching story providing context
for the action. Unlike LW2, the story told by CP is by nature
“amotion.” Its purpose is not to thrill the viewer with visually
spectacular scenes, rather, the centerpiece of the story consists
of the relationships that exist between the characters. Therefore,
we have no clear trend being manifest with increasing shot mo-
tion’s contribution, which fits with the fact that we are ampli-
fying semantic noise.

The second experiment saw us increase the sensitivity of
to theprimary cinematic technique. The weights and

swapped their values accordingly. For LW2, this increased em-
phasis on motion’s contribution resulted in a shift toward more
action based events, those noted above as being the trademarks
of this kind of film. We also found better resolution of different
events within larger action sequences. The converse is true for
CP. Here there was a swing toward dramatic events. Given the
discussion above of the relatively minor role of motion in the
fashioning of this story, it is to be expected that the result of
desensitizing the pace function to motion is to more faithfully
bring out the ebb and flow of the story. The results suggest
possible application of tempo to genre, or event type, specific
indexing, in either an automatic or interactive setting.

B. Enhancements to Shot Length Normalization

The pace function is a composite of two shot features,
namely, motion and shot length. Each feature is normalized such
that a given value makes an intuitive contribution to the overall
calculation of pace for a shot. The normalization process is un-
dergirded by assumptions that should be noted here.

First, let us look at motion. With no impetus to proceed other-
wise, it is assumed that motion is normally distributed and there-
fore the form of normalization seen in (1) is adopted for mo-
tion. The second component of the pace function is shot length
which will be dealt with in detail in this section. Initially, it
too is treated as being drawn from a normal distribution [see
(1)]. However, an analysis of the raw data, and of the processes
leading to the formation of shot length, suggest that a better
model for normalizing shot length is required.

Vasconceloset al. [30] makes the point that shot length ap-
pears to be adequately modeled by a member of the Weibull
distribution family. Our experiments also confirm this, from the
distributions of shot length data for movies from various genres
such as TT, LW2, JP2, CP (and many others). These distribu-
tions are roughly Weibull. Fig. 3(a)–(c) shows several examples.
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Fig. 3. Shot length distributions: (a)Titanic; (b) Lethal Weapon 2; and (c)The Lost World Jurassic Park.

This apparent distribution is also somewhat predictable
from a consideration of human abilities and the movie making
process as explained in the following subsection.

1) Shot Length Distribution Characteristics:For most situ-
ations there is a practical lower limit placed on shot length by
the ability of a human viewer to adjust to and process the in-
formation of a new shot. It is a testimony to the art of directing
that these transitions, for the most part, go unnoticed. Many of
the tenets offilm grammarpertain to exactly this criterion, e.g.,
the avoidance of crossing the eye-line, or motion and direction
continuity between shots. The fact is that a movie is made up of
a series of disjoint shots that would appear very confusing were
it not for that fact that we are “trained” to interpret them [5, p.
121]. Reference [31] refers to studies that indicate that it can
take between 0.5 s and 3 s for a viewer to adjust to a new shot,
let alone absorb the contents of that shot. While this can some-
times be used as a creative tool ([31] notes the sequence in the
film Patriot Gameswhere a series of very short shots is used to
create tension as Jack Ryan watches the terrorists killed on the
other side of the world via satellite. It should be noted also, that
there is very little new information to be assimilated in each of
the consecutive shots), usually it is desired that the information
in each shot be taken in and added to the growing story.

The upper limit to shot length is a lot more amorphous,
whereas the lower limit has a large degree of inflexibility
to it that is derived from its physical nature, the upper limit
generally tends to be dependent on more subjective factors
like audience interest levels and the degree of complexity of
story to be captured. For example, many very long shots may
lose audience interest, or be unable to aptly convey the desired
information intended by the story teller.

The logistics of movie making also impacts on the possible
shot makeup of a film. The more intricate the pattern of shots,
the more the cost in time and money (although new editing and
recording technology will affect this to a degree). Often a di-
rector has to resort to using significant pieces of the master (or
cover) shot when planned interleaved shots are deemed unsatis-
factory [5]. In other words, the final shot makeup of a film is not
always, if ever, the creative ideal envisioned by the director/ed-
itor and hence will, to a degree, reflect these underlying pro-
cesses in its manifest shot length distribution.

Given that shot length data exhibit something like a Weibull
distribution, we address the following question: How do we then
formulate the pace equation such that it makes comparable and
intuitive contributions from the shot length to the output?

2) Appropriate Shot Length Normalization Model:In one
sense the shape of the distribution for shot length does not tell
us anything about the connection of a certain shot length to a
certain perceived time. For this we need to consider perception
of time goals (from the director’s point of view), and reception
(from the audience’s point of view).

Zettl [25] offers some clues as to what a director is trying
to achieve with different shot length ranges. Small shot lengths
are manifest during the latter part of an increasing metric mon-
tage, or during a fast paced metric montage. The director’s goal
here is to intensify the event by an increasing, or high event
density, achieved by means of rapid shot changes. The result
being a fast paced section. Shots whose lengths lie closer to the
overall median value are possibly the result of a great many fac-
tors. Rhythmic montage, medium paced metric montage, and
many narrative restraints all result in shot lengths at or near the
median. In one sense, this range of shots is the default range
for maintaining audience interest levels. As such these shots
assume the role of “midpoint” in a tempo estimation. Above
the median, typically shot length can range up to a consider-
able maximum length. Shots of longer length have less of a role
in decreasing event density as event clarification can be carried
by other methods. That is, the role of shot length in relation to
influencing audience perception of time becomes subordinated
by the in-shot elements such as primary/secondary (i.e., ob-
ject/camera) motion, story development, and dialogue etc. From
an indication based purely on shot length these shots indicate
a below normal tempo. Proportionally however, their influence
should be considered to be decreasing based on the assumption
that the in-shot parts may be being made the vehicle of tempo.

To summarize then, the role of shot length in affecting per-
ceived time is most pronounced from the minimum shot length
to somewhere above the median, but well short of the maximum
shot length. Our shot normalization scheme should thus be most
sensitive in these areas, and less so as shot length proceeds be-
yond this area. Added to this are some others factors that influ-
ence human perception of pace.

3) The Proposed Shot Length Normalization Scheme:We
choose to separate the shot length data computed from a movie
into two sections, shot lengths below and above the overall me-
dian.

The median is chosen as the “zero” point of the contribution
of shot length to pace. Half of the shots have durations above
this point, and half below (by definition). The median provides
a more robust estimate of the average in the presence of outliers.
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Fig. 4. New shot length normalization scheme for tempo computation.

Fig. 5. Comparison of shot normalization schemes with the pace plots of LW2.

The sample space below the median is well contained (by the
minimum shot length below, and the median above) and as such
can be weighted with a simple linear model. The slope of the
curve is chosen such that the minimum shot length coincides
with a unit weighting (for symmetry).

Above the median is a different story. Shot length is theoret-
ically unbounded, and in practice includes outliers far removed
from the preponderance of data. A linear model would, in gen-
eral, underweight the majority of data.

A better scheme would be to use the hazard function of an
underlying Weibull model. Experiments with distribution fit-
ting software [32] reports a beta of the order of 1.5, which re-
sults in a hazard function of the form . Fitting this curve to
reach (for symmetry) at the 95% mark of shot lengths, for
robustness, results in the following overall two part weighting
scheme. This function has the property of being more sensitive
near the median, but slows in gradient as shot length increases
into the “longer” range. This is a desirable attribute given the
above discussion of shot length ranges and their contribution to
pace. Fig. 4 shows a plot of the new shot length normalization
scheme , and the enhanced tempo function assumes the
form

(2)

4) Results With the New : Fig. 5 shows what the new
shot normalization scheme does to the pace and to the detected
events of LW2. It shows that the new scheme fills in the large
tempo drops that occur at shots 700 and 1200. These scenes
(“boss talks to girl/Riggs, Murtaugh, and Leo in car,” and “the
calm before Riggs pulls the house down,” respectively) involve
sequences of very long shots, which are exacerbated by degrada-
tion of shot detection due to poor lighting. In both cases the di-
minishing contribution of shot length to pace has been reflected
by the new normalization scheme, resulting in a more intuitive
drop in the pace level for each scene. Analysis of the differences
caused by the new scheme is looked at in further detail below.

Fig. 6 and Table III show new tempo results from LW2 for
shots 450–850. Overall, the new scheme resulted in a number
of useful edges emerging (or, in some cases, being made more
pronounced). As an example, it can be seen that the section be-
tween the end of the fight at the crooks house (edge A) and the
start of the ensuing car chase (edge B) has been more accurately
resolved in the bottom plot. This is a result of the increased sen-
sitivity to the rise in shot length just above the median. Previ-
ously the large amount of camera motion in that area caused the
tempo of the linking shots to be smoothed, resulting in no clear
edges, as seen in the top plot of Fig. 6.

VI. DISCUSSION

The pace function is a simple measure of a high-level con-
struct compared to many of the features referred to in the back-
ground section. The power of comes from, and confirms
the usefulness of, an approach that is founded in a considera-
tion of the forces at work in film construction. This power is
evident from the fact that, in this experiment and others like it
(of a less formal nature), it is able to capture information (e.g.,
scene breaks) without recourse to highly complex or computa-
tionally expensive solutions. In addition to this, the tempo mea-
sure avoids the problem of a fragile domain by virtue of it being
closely tied to fundmental (physiological) human responses.

Taking the original pace function for a basis, we undertook
two further investigations, namely, the improvement of the shot
length contribution component, and the variation of the relative
component weights. In the after analysis these investigations
manifest themselves as being of two distinct natures.

The shot length normalization improvements are a refinement
to the general pace function. Refinement to the pace function,
where possible, is desirable as it is a foundational component of
film construction and consequent appreciation. It is imperative
therefore that it be hardened to the greatest degree possible, if
it is to serve as the base for further and increasingly complex
or less understood “semantic buildings.” This is achieved by
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Fig. 6. Lethal Weapon 2—Top: original pace plot. Bottom: pace plot and edges gained with the new shot length normalization scheme.

TABLE III
NEW EDGES (SEE Fig. 6) AND CORRESPONDINGSTORY SECTIONS IN

LW2 WITH THE NEW SHOT LENGTH NORMALIZATION SCHEME

IN TEMPO COMPUTATION

reflecting as much knowledge about pace in our measure as is
feasible and general, as gleaned from the film literature. The
increased faithfulness to the actual pace is not as obvious from
the outcome of the edge experiment, but an experiment focused
on questions such as relative pace levels within or across movies
would better reflect these improvements.

The component weighting work is concerned with exploring
what happens when the pace function is attuned off center (i.e.,
is biased). It is effective at targeting different directorial and film
styles and situations. As such it is not a refinement to ,
but an example of how the generic function can be sensitized to
conditions of special interest. Such conditions, including any of
those outlined in the results of the experiments itself, could be
based ona priori knowledge regarding genre, could be directed
manually via query relevance feedback, or be presented as a
suite of results, either as a consolidated whole or combined with
heuristics for the purpose of estimating likely content (e.g., large
overall motion statistics might see a shift weighting shift toward
the motion component for better sequence resolution).

It should be noted that generallyfilm grammar does not
codify content. For example, a rising shot rate does not equate
to a car chase. What it does indicate, in this case, is that the
director is doingsomething; raising the pace level, heightening
demands on the audience, and this for a purpose. What that
something is can be further fenced by means of existing
techniques (e.g., a change of overall color composition might
lend weight to the hypothesis that the shot rate change is
accompanying an event that has caused a setting transition) but
the level of interpreting signs with near 100% accuracy in film
in the general case is beyond automation. This is due primarily
to the nature of the film language. Rather than being a set of
one-to-one mappings of signifier to signified, it is closer to a
multilayered many-to-many language. ([33], [5])

There remains further scope for improvement of the pace
measure, both in its essence and execution. We have completed
an implementation of that includes sound level and it al-
ready offers valuable input. Other factors like dialogue or vi-
sual disparity (i.e., setting and character turnover leading to in-
creased demand on the viewer resources) could be examined in
detail and assessed as to the likelihood of their being success-
fully integrated with the measure. Computationally, the desir-
able trait of real-time execution could be realized with the addi-
tion of statistical heuristics and iterative summary approxima-
tion. Such performance is valuable, particularly when seeking
to farm out processing load, or in the absence of sufficient per-
sistent storage or film source availability (i.e., streaming).

Consideration of an immediate application of a new result
and a new technology is often illuminating. Such a tool as
has been here discussed has potential both for content under-
standing and creation. An application for automatic content
understanding has been demonstrated in the event/section
experiments detailed here. Such tools would be useful in all
manner of database annotation query and retrieval, on the fly
trailer/synopsis for VOD-like systems, etc. Connected with this
is content analysis at the time of creation or repurposing, where,
for example, a filmmaker might use such tools to examine and
reshape their work in an iterative fashion. From the perspective
of pure content creation, particularly for the growing body of
amateur filmmakers, such tools might effectively provide the
function of a virtual director at the desktop. The effect here
would be to distill the body of film literature into tangible aids.

VII. CONCLUSION

In seeking to create tools for the automatic understanding of
film, we have stated the problem as one of faithfully reflecting
the forces at play in film construction; that is, to interpret the
data with its maker’s eye. We definedfilm grammar, the body of
film literature that effectively defines this “eye,” and proceeded
to take an example of carrying one aspect of this grammar from
literature to computable entity, namely, movie tempo.

Having developed the tempo/pace function based on its filmic
definition, we proceeded to examine the ends to which directors
manipulate it. An application of this study was undertaken with
the goal being to automatically locate dramatic events and sec-
tion boundaries, the results of which were the successful recon-
struction of the dramatic development of a number of films.
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The above example not withstanding, the emphasis of this
paper, and our central contribution is to draw attention to the
realities of the film creation process. In particular, the impor-
tance of seeking meaning (semantics) in film from the source,
namely, the filmmaker(s). Grappling withfilm grammar, actu-
ally and systematically, is critical to the problem.

In line with that thrust, the backbone of our future work
will entail the further fleshing out of our understanding offilm
grammar. This will yield new aspects to be calculated, and
improvements to existing measures. Our work on film rhythm
[34] is completed, and performs well while being computation-
ally tractable. Other targets include tone and mood, as well as
certain “content” issues such as comparative genre studies.

It should be noted, in closing, that film is not the only domain
with a grammar to be exploited. News, sitcoms, sports, etc. all
have more or less complex grammars that may be used to cap-
ture their crafted structure.
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